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Abstract—Scalable video coding (SVC) can overcome the user
heterogeneity issue, e.g., different screen resolutions or different
connectivities, in video-streaming. In wireless multihop networks,
the performance of SVC is not adequate, because SVC cannot
adapt the lower layers. In order to adapt to changing environmental conditions, e.g., network topology, available resources
or channel conditions, a cross-layer framework is required.
We propose a new application-aware cross-layer framework
which utilizes SVC, network structures and communication types
at APP, NET, DLL and PHY layers together. Further, our
application-aware cross-layer framework performs transitions at
different layers to find the best combination of mechanisms. This
is achieved by the following steps. First, we apply a graph-based
approach to integrate all mechanisms on the different layers in a
single graph. Secondly, video layers are modeled in the graph
as virtual sources. Thirdly, we perform an optimal mapping
from video layer data rates to physical layer rates. Fourthly, we
formulate a multi-source sum rate optimization problem which
chooses the best video layer distribution among users and the best
combination of mechanisms at all layers. Finally, we demonstrate
that our application-aware cross-layer framework outperforms
current approaches.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In 2014, video-streaming was responsible for 55 % of
the worldwide mobile traffic [1]. It is estimated that by the
end of 2019, it will increase to three-fourths of the total
worldwide mobile traffic [1]. The performance of a videostreaming service in a wireless multihop network (WMN)
highly depends on the degree of user heterogeneity. User
heterogeneity includes the diversity of the mobile device,
concerning, e.g., screen resolution and processing power as
well as device connectivity and channel conditions [2]. Hence,
in the presence of one or multiple weak users the performance
of a video-streaming service will be low in terms of service
quality and resource utilization [3].
At the application layer (APP), adaptive video streaming
technologies have been proposed in order to address device
heterogeneity as well as changing network conditions [4]. One
adaptive streaming approach is the video encoding technology
scalable video coding (SVC) [5], [6].
SVC breaks the limitation of video-streaming by introducing video layers, which allows to serve each user with an
individual video quality [5]. However, SVC cannot address
the variations in a WMN like changing network topology,
available resources and channel conditions. Since, SVC cannot
adapt the lower layers, a cross-layer approach is needed.
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Figure 1: Application-aware cross-layer framework

Several works [7], [8] and [9] present a cross-layer approach,
where they combine SVC and network coding [10]. The papers
show that considering APP and network layer (NET) together
increases the performance compared to approaches without
a layered video distribution scheme. Nevertheless, APP and
NET cannot adapt to changes in available resources and
channel conditions. Thus, they cannot adapt to variations at
the data link layer (DLL) and at the physical layer (PHY).
In other related works [11], [12] and [13], APP is combined
with DLL. At the DLL, a resource allocation problem is
formulated which maps SVC video layer rates such that
every user can receive at least the basic video layer and the
remaining resources are allocated to the enhancement video
layers. The presented results are limited to the one hop case
and different communication types, e.g. broadcast (BC) and
unicast (UC), where not taken into account.
In [14], we present a cross-layer framework which considers
NET, DLL and PHY. Further, we demonstrate the advantage of
transitions, where the cross-layer framework switches between
different mechanisms on different layers, but do not take into
account APP requirements.
In this paper, we propose the combination of our cross-layer
framework and SVC, where we take into account APP, NET,
DLL and PHY layers together. Our proposed applicationaware cross-layer framework is illustrated in Fig. 1. First,
we utilize the concept of transitions, where the applicationaware cross-layer framework switches between different sets
of active video layers, e.g., L1 or L1 + L2 , between network
structures, e.g., tree and butterfly, and between communication
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Figure 3: Extended network graph obtained by virtualization

types, e.g., UC and BC, simultaneously. Secondly, we model
the different mechanisms shown in Fig. 1 as a single graph.
In this graph, video layers are represented as virtual sources.
Thirdly, we propose an optimal mapping between the video
layer data rates and PHY rates. Fourthly, we formulate a per
video layer per destination rate optimization problem.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we present the system model. We model the cross-layer
framework as a graph. In Section III, we formulate a rate
mapping problem to map the video layer data rate requirements to PHY rate requirements, and the sum rate optimization
problem of our application-aware cross-layer framework. We
show simulation results in Section IV, where we evaluate
our proposed application-aware cross-layer framework against
schemes without the possibility to perform transitions and
our previous cross-layer approach. The paper is concluded in
Section V.

topology. A network structure is a set of nodes in a WMN
which cooperate in order to deliver the messages to the destination. We model the WMN as a directed graph G = (V, E).
The graph G contains a set V of vertices representing nodes
in the network and a set E ⊂ V × V of edges representing
connections between the nodes. The set of nodes contains three
disjoint subsets, the subset S ⊂ V of source nodes, the subset
D ⊂ V of destination nodes and the subset N ⊂ V of relay
nodes. We denote a link between two nodes as a directed
edge e = (i, j), where i is the transmitting node and j is the
receiving node.
Throughout the paper, we consider two network structures: the
tree and the butterfly. In Fig. 2 we illustrate an example of the
butterfly structure and the tree structure. The main difference
between the two structures is that in the butterfly structure,
network coding can be utilized. In Fig. 2 (a), the butterfly
structure combines two incoming messages from relay N1
and N2 at relay N3 using network coding into one outgoing
message. In a tree structure messages are not combined. The
advantage of the tree is that the number of relays involved
in the forwarding are low in comparison to the butterfly. The
advantage of the butterfly is that multiple messages can be
coded together at relay node.However, the achievable sum rate
depends not only on the network structure, but also on the
available PHY mechanisms.

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this section, we describe the system model and show
that SVC and different mechanisms at different layers can be
modeled by a single graph. We start with the NET, which
naturally is modeled as a graph, where we utilize different
network structures as NET mechanisms. We continue with the
different communication types which are PHY mechanisms.
Communication types are integrated into the graph through
the concept of virtualization, see [14] and [15]. Virtualization
will extend the graph such that transitions between different
NET mechanisms and PHY mechanisms can be performed.
The extended graph has to be split into subgraphs, in order
to avoid collisions between transmitting nodes. Therefore, we
describe a collision-free scheduler at the DLL. Finally, we
extend the concept of virtualization to integrate SVC in the
graph, by representing each video layer as a virtual source.
Throughout the paper, we assume that all nodes in the WMN
operate in half-duplex mode. Further, we assume that each
node is equipped with a single omnidirectional antenna. We
will refer to the video forwarded in the lower network layers
as messages.
A. NET Mechanisms: Network Structures
In a WMN, it is beneficial to utilize different network
structures at the NET [14], to adapt to changes in the network

B. PHY Mechanisms: Communication Types
At the PHY, a node can choose between BC and UC to
forward a message. In BC, a node forwards a message to all
neighboring nodes simultaneously, where the forwarding node
adjusts the rate with respect to the weakest neighbor. In UC,
a node forwards a message such that only one node is the
intended receiver. Hence, UC can achieve high transmission
rates, but it requires multiple time resources for multiple
receivers. On the other hand, BC needs only one time resource
but it achieves a lower transmission rate. Therefore, a node
needs to choose between the different communication types
such that the overall rate is maximized.
In order to optimally decide which communication type to
choose, the different communication types need to be included
in the graph. The differentiation between UC and BC can be
done by applying virtualization, cf. [14], [15]. As an example,
we perform virtualization on the graph shown in Fig. 3.
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Virtualization extends a given graph by adding virtual nodes
and virtual links to the graph. For each node with at least two
outgoing links, a virtual node is added to the network graph.
For instance, the virtual node S ′ has one incoming edge from
the original node S and two outgoing virtual links are added
between S ′ and the original receiving nodes N1 and N2 . The
capacity of the virtual links are set to the minimum of the
original outgoing links between the transmitting node, e.g., S
and the receiving nodes, e.g., N1 and N2 . This results in an
extended network graph Gex = (V ex , E ex ) as seen in Fig. 3,
where the black edges represent the UC communication links,
while the red edges represent the BC communication links. In
the same manner PHY multicast can be taken into account,
see [14].
C. DLL: Collision-free Scheduling
In a WMN, it is necessary to coordinate the communications
between nodes in order to avoid collisions. A collision occurs
when a node is transmitting and receiving at the same time
or when a node is receiving multiple messages at the same
time. This collision-free scheduling is done at the medium
access layer, which is a sub-layer of the DLL. The collisionfree scheduler splits Gex into p subgraphs. Each subgraph Gex
p
contains a subset of vertices Vpex and edges Epex , which do
not conflict with each other. The union over all p sub-graphs
P
S
ex
Gex
is the extended graph shown in Fig. 3. The
p = G
p=1

scheduler allocates resources to each Gex
p such that the sum
rate is maximized and collisions are avoided.
Now, we can optimally choose the network structure and the
PHY mechanism over Gex . Further, we can perform transitions
when the environmental conditions change, namely we can
switch between the butterfly and the tree structure at the NET,
while at the PHY we can switch between UC and BC.
D. APP: Video Layers as Virtual Sources in a Graph

In SVC, a video is divided into K video layers Lk ∈
{L1 , L2 , . . . , LK }. Each video layer has a specific data rate
requirement Bk ∈ {B1 , B2 , . . . , BK }. Further, we assume
that the video layers have to be received in successive order.

This means, without receiving the first video layer, the second
video layer cannot be decoded and so on and so forth. Let us
assume that each video layer contains individual information
and hence, each video layer has independent messages to
forward to the destinations. Therefore, we can model each
video layer as an individual source, which we represent by
virtualizing the physical source as multiple virtual sources.
We replace the original source in Gex with virtual sources as
shown in Fig. 4. For every video layer Lk , we add a virtual
source to Gex where they replace the original source node S.
The result is shown in Fig. 4, the virtual sources are connected
to the nodes through the UC and BC links of the original
source, which is indicated through the black and red edges.
We have shown that an application-aware cross-layer framework can be modeled with a graph-based approach. We
represent video layers as virtual sources, in order to consider
the APP in the graph, which was not done before. Further,
the cross-layer framework is capable of switching between
network structures at the NET and between communication
types at the PHY. This allows us to fully utilize transitions
at the lower layers, which was not applied before for videostreaming in WMNs.
III. A PPLICATION -AWARE C ROSS -L AYER F RAMEWORK
FOR W IRELESS M ULTIHOP N ETWORKS
In the previous section, we showed that the applicationaware cross-layer framework can be represented in a single
graph. Based on this graph, we formulate a multi-source sum
rate optimization problem, where video layers are the sources
and the destinations can receive a video layer k only if they
can receive all the video layers 1 to k − 1. The multi-source
sum rate optimization problem can be expressed as a binary
linear problem (BLP). The solution of the BLP contains the
optimal sum rate and the optimal number of subscribers for
every video layer.
However, the BLP can only be solved optimally under the
condition that video layer data rate requirements are mapped
to PHY rate requirements. Thus, a mapping problem has to
be formulated and solved, before the BLP can be solved. The
mapping problem can be expressed as a binary non-linear
problem (BNLP).
Therefore, we discuss the BNLP first in Section III-A. We
formulate the mapping problem and shortly elaborate how a
heuristic approach can be applied to find the mapping. With
the obtained mapping solution, we can solve the BLP, which
we formulate in Section III-B.
A. Video Layer Date Rate to Physical Layer Rate Mapping
Since the required video layer data rate is much higher than
the PHY rate, it is important to map the required video layer
data rate requirement to PHY rates. Throughout this paper, we
investigate the optimization problems from the point of one
representative subcarrier, i.e., average achievable PHY rate.
We formulate a rate mapping problem based on the number
of video layers L1 to LK , the relative ratios of the video
layer data rates B1 to Bk and the achievable capacity on
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Figure 5: Mapping the video layer data rate requirement to
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suboptimal in terms of sum rate

sum rate is greater than before, we store the new video layer
allocation and repeat the step. The heuristic stops when the
achievable sum rate decreases. At this step, we have achieved
the maximum rate and therefore the best mapping of the layers
to PHY rates.
In the next section, the obtained PHY rate requirement rk for
each video layer Lk are injected into the multi-source sum rate
optimization problem to determine the maximum sum rate and
the optimal number of video layer subscribers.
B. Multi-Source Sum Rate Optimization

each subcarrier. We illustrate the rate mapping problem, by
the following toy example. Let us assume a scenario with
two destinations d1 and d2 , one sub-carrier and two video
layers L1 and L2 with unequal data rate requirement B1 and
B2 , where B1 = 21 B2 . Further, let us assume the achievable
physical rate at the destinations d1 and d2 are Rd1 and Rd2 ,
respectively. The question now is how to allocate L1 and L2
such that the sum of Rd1 and Rd2 is maximized. In Fig. 5,
we illustrate three possible solutions. In Fig. 5 (a), we map
L1 and L2 such that d1 can receive them both, but d2 only
receives L1 , while in Fig. 5 (b), we map L1 and L2 such
that d1 and d2 can receive both video layers, and in Fig. 5
(c), we map in such way that only d1 can receive L1 and d2
receives nothing. The solution presented in Fig. 5 (a) achieves
the maximum sum rate in comparison to the solution in Fig.
5 (b) and (c). Therefore, the solution presented in Fig. 5 (a)
is optimal in terms of sum rate maximization.
Our aim is a solution as seen in Fig. 5 (a), where the
video layer data rate requirements are mapped to PHY rate
requirements such that the sum rate is maximized. Therefore,
we formulate a rate mapping problem where uk,d is a binary
value which determines if destination d receives video layer
k and rk is the PHY rate requirement of video layer Lk .
XX
uk,d · rk ,
(1)
max

We can formulate the video-streaming scenario in a WMN
as a multi-source problem, since each video layer is represented as a virtual source. Our goal is to maximize the sum
rate in the network and to maximize the number of destination
nodes which receive L1 to LK . Our optimization problem
is similar to [14], with the extension that interdependences
between sources exists. We maximize the sum rate over all
virtual sources 1 to K and destinations 1 to D. Thus, our
utility function can be expressed as

(2)

where σi is equal to rk,d when it is a virtual source, equal
to −rk,d when it is a destination and equal to 0 otherwise.
Further, each flow is upper bounded by a capacity constraint,
where the capacity in subgraph p depends on the link capacity
ci,j between nodes i and j and the duration the link is active
in the p-th subgraph, which is determined by the timeshare τp .
A link is included in a sub-graph Gex
p if the indicator function
IEpex ((i, j)) is one, else it is zero. The indicator function is
written as
(
1, if (i, j) ∈ Epex
IEpex ((i, j)) =
(9)
0, otherwise.

d

k

subject to
XX
uk,d · rk ≤ cd ,
d

X

k

uk,d = 1,

∀d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , D}

(3)

∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}

(4)

k

rk =

k
X

bu ,

u=1

uk,d ∈ {0, 1},

(5)

rK > rk−1 > · · · > r1 .

(6)

We solve the rate mapping problem in (1) - (6) with the
following heuristic. We begin with the destination with the
highest capacity cd and allocate all video layers to it. Based
on this allocation we determine the number of video layers
and the corresponding rate at all other nodes. Further, we
determine the achievable sum rate. In the second step, we
allocate all video layers to the user with the second highest
cd and similarly determine the achievable sum rate. If the

max

K X
D
X
k

rk,d

(7)

d

where rk,d expresses the rate achieved between virtual source
k and destination d. The rate between k and d is constrained
by the maximum flow in the network. We define the flow
from k to d over the link from node i to node j in the p-th
(p)
subgraph as fi,j (k, d). At each node, the flow conservation
must hold, which expresses that any incoming flow into a
node must depart from the node, except for virtual sources and
destinations. The flow conservation constraint is expressed by,


P
X
X
X
(p)
(p)

fj,i (k, d) = σi ,
fi,j (k, d) −
p=1

j:(j,i)∈Epex

j:(i,j)∈Epex

(8)

ex

∀i ∈ V , k = {1, ..., K}, d = {1, ..., D}

We express the capacity constraint as
0≤

K
X

(p)

fi,j (k, d) ≤ τp · cij · IEpex ((i, j)),

k

∀(i, j) ∈ Epex , p = {1, ..., P }, d = {1, ..., D}.

(10)
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Figure 6: Scenario with one source and two destinations
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SVC requires that video layers are received in successive order.
This APP constraint is described by
xk,d ≥ xk+1,d

∀k = {1, ..., K − 1}, d = {1, ..., D}, (11)

where xk,d is equal to one if video layer k is received by
destination d and zero otherwise. Thus, if xk,d is one, then
the rate rk,d is equal to the physical rate rk . This is written
as
rk,d = xk,d · rk ,

∀k = {1, ..., K}, d = {1, ..., D}.

(12)

Finally, the time shares are normalized and bounded as
P
X

τp = 1

(13)

p=1

0 ≤ τp ≤ 1,

∀p = {1, ..., P }.

(14)

The multi-source optimization problem expressed in Eq. (7 14) is a BLP. By solving the BLP, we obtain the maximum
sum rate in the system, a binary matrix containing xk,d , the
timeshare τp for each sub-graph and the flow fi,j (k, d).
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
We investigate the performance of the proposed applicationaware cross-layer framework for a scenario with one source
and two destinations. We assume that a video is separated into
three video layers L1 , L2 and L3 . Further, we assume that the
video layers have equal data rate requirements B1 = B2 =
B3 . The achievable sum rate is considered as a performance
measure. We determine the link capacity between nodes i and
j as
|h|2 PT
)
(15)
ci,j = log2 (1 + α ·
di,j PN
where α is the path loss exponent, h is the channel gain, PT is
the transmit power, PN is the noise power at the receiver and
di,j is the distance between node i and j in meters. Moreover,
we assume that the received noise power at all nodes is equal
to PN . The simulation parameters are given in Table I.
For the scenario shown in Fig. 6, we determine the upper
bound, where the sum rate is determined without considering
the video layers. In addition, we compare our applicationaware cross-layer framework with our previous cross-layer
framework [14], which serves both users with equal rate.

Furthermore, we look at two additional schemes. The first
one is using the butterfly structure at the NET and BC at
the PHY, which we abbreviate with BBC. The second scheme
is utilizing the tree structure at the NET and UC at the PHY,
which we abbreviate with TUC. The rate mapping is done
beforehand and is not changed throughout the simulation. For
our first evaluation, we analyze the sum rate for the bottleneck
case at destination D2 . First, we normalize the link capacities
ci,j by cmax , where cmax is the capacity calculated for an
average distance of di,j = 10 m. This results, in a normalized
link capacity γi,j which ranges between 0 ≤ γi,j ≤ 1. For
the bottleneck case at destination D2 , we set all γi,j to one
except the normalized link capacities to D2 which we tune
simultaneously between 0 ≤ γD2 ≤ 1. In Fig. 7, we plot
the sum rate over γD2 . The results show that our applicationaware cross-layer framework outperforms BBC and TUC
for γD2 ≥ 0.325 and the cross-layer framework between
γD2 = 0.5 and γD2 = 0. The cross-layer framework is close
to the upper bound until γD2 = 0.7. For decreasing γD2 , the
sum rate achieved by the cross-layer framework degrades and
becomes 0 at γD2 = 0. This due to the fact that the cross-layer
framework distributes the video with respect to the smallest
rate of D1 and D2 .
The deactivation of video layers is shown in Fig. 7. The
application-aware cross-layer framework provides L1 , L2 and
L3 to D1 and D2 at γD2 = 1, while BBC and TUC provide
only L1 to D2 and L1 , L2 and L3 to D1 . As γD2 decreases,
more and more video layers are deactivated at D2 . In the
range 1 ≥ γD2 > 0.7, D2 receives L1 and L2 , in the range
0.7 ≥ γD2 ≥ 0.325, D2 receives only L1 and thereafter, no
video layer is received at D2 . However, D1 receives all three
layers over the whole range of γD2 .
In Fig. 8, we analyze the performance of our application-

Transmit power (PT )
Noise power (PN )
Path loss exponent (α)
Average channel gain (E{|h|2 })
Distance between node i and j (di,j )

0 dBm
-80 dBm
4
1
10 m - 100 m

Table I: Simulation parameters
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aware cross-layer framework, BBC and TUC over a changing
average distance between all nodes i and j, where the average
distance di,j is in the range between 10 and 100 meters. Our
application-aware cross-layer framework outperforms both
BBC and TUC. For a low average distance, the applicationaware cross-layer framework outperforms BBC and TUC,
because it can perform transitions. With increasing average
distance, the capacity between the nodes decreases which
leads to a decrease in sum rate. The performance of the
application-aware cross-layer framework decreases, since the
opportunities to perform transitions decrease as well. At high
average distance, the probability of a link disconnection is high
which results in zero sum rate for BBC at roughly di,j = 95 m
and for TUC and the application-aware cross-layer framework
at di,j = 100 m.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an application-aware cross-layer
framework for WMNs. We combine APP, NET, DLL and PHY
together. This is achieved by modeling the different layers and
their respective mechanisms in a single graph. We integrate
SVC through the concept of virtual sources, where we add
virtual sources for every video layer. In addition, we show
how a mapping from the data rate requirement to a PHY
rate requirement is performed. Finally, we formulate a multisource sum rate problem as a BLP and solve it accordingly.
Our simulation results, show that an application-aware crosslayer framework outperforms schemes without the possibility
to perform transitions and surpasses our previously proposed
underlay cross-layer framework, in the case of heterogeneity
of user capabilities.
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